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Click stars to rate. Rated 3.50 based on 2 votes. Clash of Clan Creator breaches the credentials exposed for community users. Supercell, the force behind that popular mobile game and others, said the vulnerability in the software it uses to run its forums allows third-party hackers to gain illegal access to
some of the forum's user information, including a number of encrypted emails and passwords. To provide your forum service, use software from vbulletin.com. The company said its initial investigation found that the breach happened in September 2016—and has since been proven. We take any violations
of such violations very seriously and follow very strict policies when it comes to security, Supercell said in a statement. Avast Threat Labs senior malware analyst Ian Sirmer commented via email about the risk of attacks like these. Moderating moderating directors in this case bear some responsibility - the
software vBulletin used to host the Supercell Forum was out of date, and it was up to administrators to keep the software like that up to date, he said. Online games are vulnerable to this kind of hacking because they provide their data to third parties—but the same is true for anyone using any online
service. Users must change the password they use in the community as soon as possible, along with the password on any other system they use with the same login. Information that hackers have obtained can either be used by hackers themselves or sold on DarkNet for other hackers for abuse, Sirmir
says, as many people use login credentials to log into online services, trying to use login credentials to get them access to other accounts. The world menu of Wargaming.net failed to log on. Sign in or create a My Profile Log out Extreme account. Mobile. Game. | Android or Apple what the press says is a
touch of the host of the entire mobile hack 'n's slash features expected here: short form missions, attacks, Clan War, and multiplayer both PvP and PvE, just cuter than usual. Keep Reading Arcade IGN Play This game of the decade hosts the entire mobile hack 'n slash features expected here: short form
missions, attacks, Clan War, and multiplayer both PvP and PvE, just cuter than usual. Keep reading the IGN game This decades game hosts the entire mobile hack 'n slash features expected here: short form missions, attacks, Clan War, and multiplayer both PvP and PvE, just cuter than usual. Keep
Reading NetEase offering beat cell phone loads of awesome games available in the app store and Google Play Strategy Real Time Mobile Game Clash RoyaleDeveloper(s) SupercellPublisher(s) SupercellPlatform(s) iOS, AndroidReleaseWW: March 2, 2016Genre(s)Real-time StrategyMode(s)Multiplayer
Clash Royale is a freemium real-time video strategy developed and published by by The game combines elements of collecting card games, tower defenses, and multiplayer battle arenas online. [2] [3] The game was released globally on March 2, 2016. [5] In less than a year, Colsh Royale reached $1
billion in market revenue. [7] The gameplay of this section requires additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unse sourced materials may be challenged and removed. (May 2017) (Learn how and when to delete this template message)
Clash royal 1v1 and 2v2 gameplayA image of a 1v1 game - the elixir generation in the bottomA image of a 2v2 game - Two Tower King Clash Royale A tower rush video game that pits players in games involving two or four players (1v1 or 2v2) where the goal is to destroy the most opposing towers, by
demolishing the King's Tower being a moment's victory. [8] After three minutes, if both players/teams have an equal amount of crowns or none of them continue to have a 2-minute overtime period in all games, the player who destroys an opposing tower wins instantaneously. If no tower goes away during
overtime, there's a tie-breaker, where all the towers quickly lose their health and the tower that has the least health goes away. If the two towers have the same health, there is a draw. [9] After an update in late 2018, leaving a 2v2 match several times prevented the player from playing 2v2 with random
players for a while. In Colsh Royale, players are ranked by the number of trophies themselves. Top level players gain experience (or king level) points through donation and card upgrades. The highest possible level is level 13. A December 2018 update added star rating for over-experience when players
reach level 13, and star rating for previously remaining bonus experience. Trophies win or lose through multiplayer battles, a player wins or loses by destroying more towers than the opponent (any destroyed tower represented as the crown), or by destroying the opponent's king's tower, winning a battle
resulting in an automatic tri-crown victory (unless the King's Tower is destroyed at the same time by both players and the result is equal). There are thirteen arenas in total (excluding training arena, training camp): Jen Stadium, Bone Pit, Berber Bowl, P.E.K.K.A. Polyhouse, Valley Mascot, Builder
Workshop, Royal Arena, Frozen Peak, Forest Arena, Hog Mountain, Electro Valley, Spooky City, and Thirteenth Arena (this arena name changes each season), with each arena related to the specific prize range. A player reaches the leagues after reaching 4,000 trophies. Cards of playable soldiers,
buildings, and spells are shown as cards. Before each battle (with the exception of the first battle in training camp), players made an eight-card deck that they use to attack and defend against their opponent's cards. At the start of each game, both players begin with four randomly selected cards from their
eight decks, Mirror and Elixir Collector. Each card costs a certain amount of elixir to play. Players start the battle with 5 elixir points (0 in double and triple elixir modes) and an elixir point is filled every 2.8 seconds (or 1.4 seconds in the final 60 seconds of the game and the first minute of overtime, and
every 0.7 seconds in Triple Elixir mode and the last minute of overtime), with a maximum of 10 elixir points. When a card is played, a new card is automatically pulled from the card deck of eight players. Colsh Royale was first launched with 42 cards, there were 14 cards for each of the three rare ones that
existed at the time: common, rare, and epic. The February 2016 update added a new naderi: legendary, with the introduction of two new legendary cards to the game. As of June 2020 [updates], there are 99 cards in the game, coming in four rare: common, rare, epic, and legendary. The September 2018
update did not confuse the change in card levels as new players. All cards are now hats in level 13, with shared cards starting at level 1, rare cards starting at level 3, epic cards starting at level 6, and legendary cards starting at level 9. All cards are level 9 for all matches. The December 2018 update
added a star rating to unlock special golden cosmetics for Max Level cards. The June 2018 update added the Imuth deck, allowing players to use their Imuth collection for up to eight. Players start with 4 free king emotes, but they can get more out of the shop or challenge. Commercial tokens were
introduced in the September 2018 update. They can be used to trade shared, rare, epic cards, and legendary with clanmates so players can get the most out of the cards they need and get rid of the cards they don't want. They can be won from challenges, Clan War bonuses and purchased from stores on
special offers. [10] In October 2019, free emote is available to anyone who links their account to their email via Supercell ID. Clans starting from level 1 experience, players can join or form clans. Joining or forming a clan enables players to engage in friendly warfare and Clan War. It also opens the trading
feature and card request from clanmates after becoming level 2. Clan members can also chat and share emotes with your clan. The clan has a maximum player limit of 50. Clan Wars was added on April 25, 2018. Clan War is separated into two days: 'Collecting Day' and 'War Day'. To play in Clan War, a
clan must have at least ten players who have levels 8 and up. On set days, each player in a clan gets to do 3 battles in different game modes, which rotate every month. After completing a battle, the player obtains the card, which is to set his clan card. More cards are awarded after winning a battle, and
players earn more cards at higher arenas. For Clan War to progress to War Day, at least 10 players need to do at least 1 battle each. On War Day, a clan matched with 4 other clans with the same number Participants and clan trophies. Each participant gets to build the deck using the only card that will set
their clan open on the day. The card level is limited to the player's card level and the amount of duplicate cards obtained on the day is collected, with the lowest level having priority. Players should also have a locked card in their collection to use it. Players use the deck they made in 1 battle (sometimes 2).
Each clan is ranked from 1 to 5 based on their winning amount, with the rank decided by the crown number of each clan if the two clans have the same amount of wins. At the end of the day of the war, all players who participated in the war receive a war prize containing gold and sometimes gems or
trademarks. Based on war rank, clans lose or gain a certain amount of clan trophies. Clans progress through clan leagues by gaining clan trophies, and higher leagues lead to better rewards. Clan Season 2 last week, and at the end of each season, was a chest to every player who participated in a war
during the season, with the amount of cards in the chest that is determined by the highest rank of Clan War during the season and the highest clan league during the season. In July 2016, Supercell introduced a new tournament feature. Matches are similar to normal battles, but all cards are closed at level
9. It features an open level 5 player experience, but can only play from game experience level 8. Matches can only be created using gems, and the creator can choose it password protected or open. Based on the tournament's performance, players are rewarded with tournament breasts. As well as
matches, there are two types of victory challenges, one where the goal is to win twelve times while not losing more than twice and another goal is to play until you finish the whole challenge by winning all the crowns or battles, regardless of loss. The big challenge costs 100 gems to enter, and the classic
challenge costs 10. Completing (or getting 12 wins in) is a big challenge to give you 22,000 gold and 1100 cards, and completing the classic challenge will give you 2000 gold and 100 cards. [11] Supercell has also added various event challenges, for limited periods of time, which add special features to
the war, or allow players to get special cards. These event challenges can also sometimes be played in friendly warfare. [12] From the October 2017 update, other players will get refunds on gems if no matches take place in their custom matches. In December 2018 an added update to the World
Championships while custom tournaments were renamed to private tournaments that removed prizes but added more options. Leagues were added to the game in March 2017. Once above 4,000 trophies, players are placed in one of nine different leagues from first challenger to Ultimate Champion. [13]
At the end of each season, players receive bonuses based The league gained during that season. After the end of the season the player reset to half the trophies they won above 4000 trophies. So if they reset to 6400 they will have 5200 trophies at the end of the season. Another feature that was
introduced is clan battles. Two players have to battle side by side with another member of their clan ahead against two other opponents of the other clan. This first update includes a new game mode. By November 2018, tribal battles had been moved to Clan Wars as 2v2 battles. Quests Quests was
added in an October 2017 update as a set of achievements where some players will have to complete specific tasks to get bonuses. The Quests section also includes a free bonus given to the player every 4 hours, up to three times a day. It was added when developers decided to remove independent
free breasts from the game. The release of the game was launched in Canada, Hong Kong, Australia, Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Iceland, Finland, and New Zealand for iOS platforms on January 4, 2016. [15] The game was launched on Android for the same countries on February 16, 2016 in the form of
an Android application package softly. [16] Both platforms received worldwide releases on March 2, 2016. [5] After its release, Colsh Royale became the most downloaded and lucrative app on the U.S. iOS app store. [17] ReceptionAggregate scoreAggregatorScoreMetacritic86/100[18]Review
scorePublicationScoreTouchArcade[4] Clash Royale mainly received positive reviews, with TouchArcade's Eli Hodapp calling it absolutely phenomenal in his five-star review. [4] Pocket play Harry Slater to play score 9/10, sum up this incredible amount of fun bonuses, it's nail biting at times, and there's
content here that will keep you busy for weeks if not months. [19] Writing for Geek.com, James Plafke criticized Clash Royale for being truly more fun-than-clashing clan—while the developer chronically cut the player out to enjoy it. [20] Clash Royale has received a very positive response from its players,
with an average score of 4.5 out of 5 on the Google Play Store and an average score of 4 out of 5 in the Apple App Store. Colossal Royal League official esports world championship team in the form of the league is developed by Supercell. It is the sequel to 2013's The New Year's Day, and is the second-
largest in the World Cup. It started on August 20, 2018 kickstarting Season 1 of CRL. After the regular season, which included 15 games per team, playoff games were played in each region. After the knockout games of the World Finals ended on December 1, it was held in Tokyo, Japan. Finals included
Nova Sports (China), King Zone Dragon X (Asia), Viv Kidd (Latin America), Tim Quesso (Europe), Immortals (North America), and Ponos Sport of Japan. Ponos was second in Asia and was allowed in the world final because they hosted them. It was a seeding tournament at the time. That ranked the
teams. Then the top 2 teams of the seeding tournament got the bye for the quarter-finals and automatically made it to the semi-finals. After the quarter-finals it was the semifinals and then the final. The first season of the world champions is Nova Sports. The date version of the Venue of Champions
Runners-up Prize Money Ref 1 December 1, 2018 Mkuhari Messe Hall 6, Tokyo, Japan Nova Esports Vivo Key $1,000,000[21] [22] [23] 2 December 7, 2019 Shrine Exhibition Hall, Los Angeles, California Team Liquid W.EDGM $400,000 [24] was the Crown Clash royal crown official esports world game,
developed by Supercell. [25] The tournament connects the best players from north America, Asia, Latin America, Europe, and more. The first edition had more than 28 million participants worldwide, becoming the largest Colsh Royale event in the world. [26] The first world champion was Sergio Ramos,
who defeated MusicMaster by 3 games to 1 in the World Crown Championship final. [27] The 2018 Royal Clash Crown Championships are scheduled to take place in Asia. [28] Edition Date Venue Champion Runner-up Prize money Ref 1 December 3, 2017 Copper Box Arena, London, England
Sergioramos MusicMaster $400,000 [26] [29] Asian Games Main article: Clash Royale at the 2018 Asian Games Clash Royale are part of an esport demonstration event during Asian Games 2018 held in Indonesia. Eight countries are unable to participate after having qualified for their respective regional
qualifications with Indonesia to automatically qualify as hosts. [30] Gold Year Bronze Silver 2018 Indonesia Raidle Yesaya Sumarandak (Benzer Raidel) China Huang Chenghui (Lciop) Vietnam Huỳnh Đức Hui (Legend) Awards and Nominations Awards Category Result May 19, 2016 Google Play Awards
Best Game Won[31] December 1, 2016 The Game Awards Best Mobile/Hand Gameheld Nominated[32] April 6, 2017 British Academy Games Awards AMD eSports Audience Award Won[33] March 15, 2016 International Mobile Gaming Awards Bestcoming Game Won[34] February 28, 2017 Best



Multiplayer Game Wins[35] March 1, 2017 Game Developer Awards Select Best Mobile/Manual Game Nominee[36] March 16–18, 2 017 SXSW Mobile Game Awards Mobile Game Of The Year Nominated[37] 27 April 2017 Finnish Game Awards Small Screen Game 2016 Winner[38] Main Prize – Finnish
Game of the Year 2016 Won[38] May 17–19 , 2017 Nordic Game Awards Nordic Game of the Year – Small Screen Nominated[39] Nordic Game of the Year Nominated[39] April 12, 2018 British Academy Games Awards Evolving Game Nominated[40] April 4, 2019 British Academy Games Awards EE
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